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the new macmillan english dictionary for advanced learners 2nd editionhas been designed for
classroom use, but also provides free online assistancefor learners who can access the internet. it
provides synonyms for more than 100,000 words,a sound check of the pronunciation and uses the

phonetic keyboard foroff-line searching. it offers in-depth information about the most important
words in the dictionary,and a glossary of more than 55,000 words and phrases. the macmillan

english dictionary is one of the most widely used bilingual dictionaries for native-speakers of english
and non-native-speakers of english who teach english as a foreign language. in view of the fact that
it is now a very extensive resource, the macmillan english dictionary for advanced learners has been

redesigned to provide a complete, up-to-date and efficient bilingual dictionary of the english
language. english is a language of an astonishing number of languages, including a language of its
own. it has different structures, different meanings, different registers, different sub-languages, and

different conventions for conveying them all. to learn english, a learner needs to have at least a
rudimentary knowledge of the language of the english-speaking world, and not just the english-

speaking world. this range can be measured by the learners' native or first language, and the range
of the english they speak. the learners' linguistic competence can be measured by how well they can
speak and understand english in both formal and informal situations. for example, an english learner

whose first language is not english should not be able to use the cepd to look up an english word
that he understands, but instead should be able to use the dictionary.com or the free dictionary.
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cepd is not the first electronic dictionary to include a transcription of speech. there are many of
these, some more comprehensive and more accurate than the electronic version. for example, the

english-dutch fdw (free dutch word), which is listed as 'in production' as at october 2005, has a
number of advantages over cepd. first, it is freely available on cd-rom and one cannot be a lexisnexis
customer to gain access. second, the sound files (except for the phonetic ipa) are stored on the cd-
rom in an independent appendix, and thus, i believe, these sound files may be used for many more

applications than those in cepd. the cepd has different types of phonological information available in
its supplementary menus: sounds, phonemes, syllables, word-groups, and and/or phonotactic

information about word sequences. the former can be viewed at the syllable level on the phoneme
sheet, and in more detail on the syllables and phonemes, word groups and phonemes and word

groups sheets. the latter can be viewed at the word level on the phonotactic information leaflet and
on the phoneme, word group and phonetic pages (searchable via the sound letters i to z). it is

unusual to find pronunciation information which is given more in grapheme notation, which would
benefit anybody who does not speak english as their first language. in the cepd, for example, unlike

a printed dictionary, the boarders sh, n, v and l are all represented as sh or . likewise, r or may
represent either r or depending on the word under analysis. this is not much of a problem in the
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cepd as there are still far more words which have than r and the grapheme is used consistently
across the whole book. however, where this problem does show up is in the case of examples, such
as the /'b' vs. 'be' entry. 'b' in example 2 is not said as 'bed' but as '/'b'/' with no weighting. similarly,

'g' in example 4, as '/'g/', is said as 'good'. 'b' and 'g' are said as /'b'/ and /'g/. 5ec8ef588b
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